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Abstract 
 
Data bases are in history traditionally used to administer sources, either as professional 
collections of such, usually as catalogues, digital libraries, or digital editions. In all these 
cases databases are functional equivalents of older printed forms of publications or tools. 
From the digital Humanities comes the proposal now, to conceptualize some of these as 
collections of “factoids” – better “factlets” -: Structured excerpts or collections of excerpts 
which represent the content of sources more variably and more heterogeneously than 
traditional databases. 
 
We propose to develop these concepts further and to understand a database not as a tool 
which allows the retrieval and administration of such factlets, but rather as a working 
environment within which they can be arranged as interconnected systems of such factlets. 
Metaphorically such databases can be understood not as a mechanism to select and retrieve 
pieces of a puzzle, but as a mounting board in which the pieces can be arranged, resulting in 
higher order objects which eventually become the platform for the actual analysis. 
 
Such databases have highly heterogeneous structures with some parallels to the notion of 
linked (open) data. Already by the simple fact of this their heterogeneity modelling them as 
graphs is highly plausible. The major difference to the current use of databases consists in 
them not being consulted for atomic transactions, completely independent of each other, but 
to support a long running process, where preliminary configurations of the pieces of the 
puzzle must be backtracked from frequently. To support this a graph-oriented structure seems 
to be the only feasible one. 
 
Nevertheless, current graph-oriented databases may emphasize not the features most central 
for such applications. While a strict implementation of a graph emphasizes the possibility to 
compute analytic methods which have a background in graph theory, it may still miss features 
which are crucial for the puzzle mounting board metaphor proposed. Support for hypergraphs 
may e.g., be quite crucial to model intermediate stages of analysis, while on the other hand a 
robust possibility to define networks even if they are not cleanly implemented graphs may be 
more useful. 


